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The Influence of the Number of Activation Detectors
on the Seibersdorf - Milano Interconparison
of Neutron Flux Density Spectra by WINDOWS Oode

work is a continuation of the work (1) performed within the IKEA,

programme on gj-anflanrH gwt-̂ on of -reactor radiation measurements* one of the

important objectives of which is the assistance to laboratories in Member

States to implement or interocxnpare the multiple foil activation techniques

for different neutron field measurements. The importance of these techniques

is well recognize! (2-4). .

In CESNEF-EEEMI Politecnico di Milano, Italy, they have installed near
the core of a water boiler of 50 kW, a neutron filter made of B^C in order
to obtain a neutron flux density spectrum that could be of utility in inter-
calibration problems connected with irradiation in fast assaiiblies.
Dr. V. Sangiust from CESNEF kindly sent the input guess neutron flux density
spectrum and a series of measured reaction rates to be treated by the IAEA.
Seibersdorf laboratory using the SAND-H and the WINDOWS unfolding codes. The
meaningful comparison using partly the same ENDF/B IV cross section data is
performed (1).

In the present work ws extended the investigation using WINDOWS un-

folding code (5) for different numbers of activation foils or reaction rates.

•The WINDOWS unfolding code works in three stages by:

1. Unfolding a neutron differential spectrum using a modified
CEKSTAL BSLL progranne (6).

2. Determining the estimate Window response and the contributions

of each detector whose activity is measured to tiie total estimated
Window response/ using the unfolded neutron spectrum

3. Determining the upper and lower bound values of the integral
response of the ideal Window independently of any trial spectrum.
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The methodology adopted by the WINDOWS cods was derived in an attempt
to overcome the total dependence of a solution spectrum on the trial or
guess spectrum. Cne interpretation of an integral response is that of a
neutron spectrum seen through a "window11 which snphasis certain parts and
cuts others out, these weighting functions are called "window functions"
in the code. Using this technique it is possible to obtain definite and
often realistic upper and lower bounds for these integral responses which
are independent of the spectrum. These are obtained by constructing an
approximate Window function (ideal Window) out of combinations of the
weighting functions whose integral responses are kncwn, namely the reaction
cross section sets of foils whose activities have been measured. In the
case of the upper bound Window response, the coefficients of the measured
response functions are chosen in such a way that their linear combination
is uniformly larger than the irigal Window and uniformly lower for the lower
bounds. Similarly a least squares estimate of the ideal Window response
(called the ggt--inia+-pfl Window) can be determined from a linear combination
of detector cross sections chosen to give a least squares approximation to
the ideal Window function, and an unfolded estimate of the neutron flux
spectrum determined by an iterative technique.

In this work exactly the same input data is used as in our previous
work (1). If we delete ^ i & v p ) 5 8 ^ 47Ti(n,p)47Sc and 48Ti(n,p)48Sc,
after six iteration steps in WINDOWS code we obtain Table 1. Corresponding
output neutron flux density spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. The lower curve
in this figure shows the input neutron flux density spectrum as sent from
CESNEF. The nB^giiated errors as shovai in Table 1 are very satisfactory and
It is in full agreemsnt with Dr. Rieffe's statement. In Ref. (7), Dr. Rieffe
states "The EHND-H method gives in general a larger uncertainty in the cal-
culated reaction rate values". This result is exactly, in agreement with our
results which are shown in Table 1 obtained by WINDOWS computer programme
in comparison with the SSND-H results (Ref. 1) For the sake of systematic

investigation of ?&at happens if we delete the important (n,y) reactions
such as 23Na(n,Y)24Na, 55tti(n,Y)56*Si and 63Cu(n,Y)64Cu a secord WINDOWS run
is ccnpleted. The reaction rates obtained after six iterations are shown in
Table 2. The corresponding neutron flux density spectrum after unfolded by
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WINDOWS is shown in Fig. 2. Finally, as a third step, we deleted two
11C 11 fim 1Q7 198

additional (R,Y) reactions In(n,v) In and ls/Au(n,Y) Au and per-

formed a third WINDOWS run and the reaction rates are shown in Table 3.

The corresponding unfolded WINDOWS neutron flux density spectrum is shown

in Fig. 3.

As it is seen directly from Fig. 3 the unfolded neutron flux spectrum
as obtained by these five reaction rates coincides exactly with the input
neutron flux spectrum up to 5 MeV, then unfolded flux decreases very little
up to the higher energies. The use of seven reaction rates makes a softening
effect in the neutron flux density spectrum. This trend repeats itself when
we use ten reaction rates in the WINDOWS unfolding. This important trend
must be investigated independently by some other users of WINDOWS code. We
have intercarnparison results which kindly sent by Dr. M. Austin from Bolls-
Royce and Associates Limited, Derby, UK, which will be the subject of our
following paper. At this point it will be enough to state that RDlls-rtoyce
results which are obtained using eleven reactions (excluding Mn(n,v) Mn
and T4g(n,p) Na reactions) supplied frcm CESNEF and treated by WINDOWS
unfolding code, gave different neutron flux density spectrum shape although
the input spectra agreed well. In IAEA. Laboratory Seibersdorf we used ten
reaction rates which are shown in Table 1. Ihe number of reaction rates are
ten in one case and eleven in the other case, but the kind of reactions used
in the unfolding changes in two cases, namely we in the Seibersdorf laboratory
included 55»i(n,Y)56Mi and 24!£(n,p)24Na bat excluded.47Ti(n,p)47Sc,

Ti(n,p) Sc and Ni(n,p) Co. Interestingly enough in the lower energy
region the WINDOWS solution of Iolls-Itoyce, indicates a nuch lower level of
the flux than the input guess spectrum whilst in the higher energy region
the WINDOWS solution indicates a nuch higher flux than in either the SAND-H
or SENEAK unfolding code solutions (8). We .in the IAEA Seibersdorf Laboratory
found that in the lower energy region the WINDOWS solution gives a nuch
higher level of the flux than the input guess spectrum and a considerable
flux spectrum softening. The investigation of finding the cause or the
causes of these trends is not at all easy. As it is very often stated in
the the 3rd ASTtt-Eurataa MeeLing (4), unfolding codes are not blank-boxes.
The implementations and the initial state parametrizatian are very important.
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Trends seen by the Seibersdorf Laboratory using the WINDOWS unfolding
code using 10, 7 and 5 action rates must be checked by Bolls-Royce under
the sane conditions. IAEA Seibersdorf laboratory's ten foils unfoding i s
checked by Dr. F.W. Stallnann at the 3rd ASTM-Euratcm Meeting (4) and i s
found satisfactory. The difference may cane from:

2. Definition, of normalized group flux
3. Histogram and point-wise interpretation
4. Init ial implementation conditions
5. Possibly different WINDOWS cross-section libraries (because

WINDOWS library that we have in the Seibersdorf laboratory
has 55!*i(n,Y)5614i and Tlg(n,p)24Na cross-sections but
WINDOWS library that Rolls-Royce used has not)

6. There i s a considerable change in the kind of reaction rates
used by two Centers which were not foreseen before the comparison

7. Any combination of these six factors stated above.

The effect of flux hardening or softening i s very important from the
damage estimate point of view in fission and fusion power reactors.

In Reference 9 page 7 i t i s stated "Ocxnpared with measurements, most
"blind-test" r^ifnia-hjnng, showed a trend towards under-estimating the
fluxes 5-25% and more so (50% and greater) for the cylindrical geometry.
If the same trends were found in the calculation of ccomsrcial power reactors,
then the extrapolation from surveillance measurements to the interior of the
pressure vessel could lead to significant nonconcervative errors in flux,
fluerca and damage estimates". A systematical investigation of neutron flux
density spectrum on damage and life-time assesnent starting from react ion
rate measurements are given in Ref. 10.

The intercamparison for the same above stated input data between GESNEF-
Politecnico di MLlano, Italy (Dr. V. Sangiust); Bolls-Boyce and Associates
Limited, Derby, UK (Dr. M. Austin); mst i tu t Jozef Stafan,Ljubljana,
Yugoslavia (Dr. M. Najzer and Dr. B. Glumac); Nuclear Research Institute,
Fez, Czechoslovakia (Dr. B. Osmera); Helsinki University of Technology,
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Finland (Prof. J. Poutti) and IAEA, Seibersdorf Laboratory (Dr. C. Ertek)

is continuing.

This intercanparison led to a large scale intercanparison called
KEEL-80 (11-13) alond the same line but extended to the power reactor
safety issues.
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ITERATION NO= 6 KGAMs 1 GAMMAO= 9 .9999821E-O1

AVERAGE RELATIVE DEVIATION = 3 . 4 3 E - 0 1

ACCURACY SPECIFICATION SATISFIED AFTER 6 ITERATIONS

FOIL
NO

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9
10

FOIL
NAME

NA236
MN55G
CU63G
iNiise
AUI97G
INltSN
AL27P
AL27A
MG?*P
FES4P

MEASURED
ACTIVITY

2.S3E-27
4.99E-26
8«20c-26
3.97E-25
6.23E-2S
7.S3E-26
1.01E-27
I.B9E-28
4.07E-28
2.42E-26

CALCULATED MEASURED CALCULAT
ACTIVITY

2.7BE-27
4.92E-26
8.12E-26
3.89E-2S
6.50F-2S
7.S8E-26
1.01E-27
1.89F-28
••06E-28
2.41E--26

5.
5.
5.
5.
5.
5.
5*
S.

ERROR

OOE-OS
00E-02
00E-02
OOE-02
00E-02
00E-02
00E-02
OOE-02

5.00E-02
5« OOE-02

ERROR

1.75E-02
1.42E-02
9.49E-03
1.95E-02

-4.37E-02
-5.92E-03
-2.24E-03
-1.44E-03
1.23E-03
3.3SE-03

Ci.lcul»t«ii TMCtion TBtM obtiitMtl by UIKSOUS Cod*
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TREEE2

ACCUKACY SPECIFICATION SATIS. r l£D AFTER 6 I T C K A T I U N S

FUIL FOIL tfcASUKED CALCULAThD McASUriED CALCULATcD
NO NAME ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ERROR

1 1N115G
2 AU197G
3 IK11SN
* AL27P
b
6
7

3.97E-2E
6.23E-26
?.83S-2t
1.01E-27

4.06fc-2b
6.1t>E-25
7.77E-26
1.01E-27
1 . b9h-2o
t.06E-28

5.0o£-02
5.00O0.2
5r00£-02
5.00E-02

I.20t-02

S.OOc-02
2.43i:-2c £.

ACCURACY SPECIFICATION SATISFIED At- 1 ITEKATIUNS

FCIL FUIL M E A S U K L C CALCULATED MEAS'iKED CAi-CULATcJ
NU NAME ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ERROH CfiKQW

1 IN115CJ 7.33E-26 7 .2*E-26 5.00E-02 7.52E-02
2 .AL27P 1.OIC-27 I.03E-27 5.00S-02 -6.64C-02
3 AL27A 1.39£-2to I.a6E-28 5.00E-02 1.62E-02
4 MG24P *.l)7E-2fc * . l 8 E - 2 8 £,00i£-02 -Z.73fc-u<i
t. FES4P 2.42E-2t 2.37E-26 S.00=-02 2.l0t-02
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